Notice: New Catalog in Development

(Please scroll down to view the old version)

Change  This version of the Greenbarn catalog has served us well for many years, but it is quite "long in the tooth" now and ready for retirement. We are working hard to upgrade our online catalog to a searchable version, with prices, information, color chips, links to manufacturer web pages, mobile device compatibility, and with links to safety data sheets.

Search  Please visit www.Greenbarn.com and enter your keywords into the search bar for detailed product information. You might search by using supplier names like Plainsman, Spectrum, Kemper, and Skutt. You can also search with general terms such as low fire, glaze, tool, and sculpture if you want a broader search. Or, if you know that you want to find a specific product by name, you can enter M370, Potter's Choice, Kaolin, or other product names to take you right to the individual items.

Info  You may notice that some items in the upgraded catalog will have a bold "i" in the description, and this is a clickable link to additional information for you. This link will often take you to a supplier's web page, and away from the Greenbarn website. Where possible, we are also linking material safety data sheets directly to the related catalog items, such as dry glaze materials, glazes and clays.

ETA  Thank you for your patience while we perform this upgrade. The vast majority of our products are already listed in the new catalog, but we expect that this conversion is a process, and that it will take some time to complete the descriptions to our satisfaction. Your feedback is welcome and we will continue to work at making this an easier catalog to use, with more information for you, so that we can help you get back to making your art!

Sincerely,
All of us here at Greenbarn Potters Supply
Frema Clay Gun Extruder
Small extruder which looks the same as a caulking gun and is great for coils and handles or any small extruding projects. Includes 6 dies: blank, coil, square, triangle, "spaghetti" and a flat/handle.

Additional die set are available:
Set SC002 contains 8 dies: 3 coils, 3 squares, and 2 flat/handle.
Set SC034 contains 8 dies: various handle styles
Hollow Die Kit contains: square, circle, oval, rectangle, hex, triangle

Frema Clay Gun ............................................. $51.89
Extra Die Set (#SC002) ................................... $24.00
Handle Die Set (#SC034) .................................. $57.65
Hollow Die Set (Shimpo) ................................... $69.50

Northstar Extruder Accessories:

4" Accessorie Die Kit (hollow shapes & Z brace)
Includes stainless steel "Z brace", 4 large coil dies, 2 ribbon dies, and 2 sizes of each hollow hex, round, and square tube dies.
Accessory Die Kit ........................................ $167.00

4" Basic Die Kit (coils & straps)
8 coil dies, two handle dies, 1 hexagonal die, 1 square die, 1 blank die.
Basic Die Set ............................................ $103.00

4" Blank Die Kit
Set of 6 blank dies for making your own dies.
Blank Die kit ............................................... $94.00

Expansion Box Kit (includes hollow dies & brace)
This is an adapter which fits onto the existing barrel and allows the user to create larger extrusions from their 4" Standard or Stainless Northstar extruder. The expansion box is crafted from high quality aluminum and is designed to use any of Northstar 6" dies. This kit includes a Z brace and a 3.5" hollow square, round and hex die.
Expansion Box Kit ......................................... $389.00

ascular for reference only, all prices are out of date. *** Please see "Search bar" at Greenbarn.com

FREMA Stainless Steel Extruder
5" Stainless steel barrel and frame. Includes 6 dies for making coils, straps and handles. Comes with a 32" long handle to make your extruding easier and also a 'z brace' for use with hollow dies.

Stainless Extruder ....................... $539.00
Hollow Die Kit ......................... $71.00

Northstar Stainless Extruder
This is the same 4" extruder and accessories as listed above in the standard extruder, however the body of this extruder is made of durable, rust proof, stainless steel. Comes with Northstars Basic Die Kit which includes: 8 coil dies, two handle dies, 1 hexagonal die, 1 square die, 1 blank die and all necessary parts.

Stainless extruder ........................................ $669.00

Available Accessories:
6" Expansion box and additional dies.

Northstar Stainless Extruder
5" Stainless stainless steel barrel and frame. Includes 6 dies for making coils, straps and handles. Comes with a 32" long handle to make your extruding easier and also a 'z brace' for use with hollow dies.
FREMA 30" Slabroller Package
Complete heavy duty slabroller package. Includes 30" slabroller, steel frame, worktable, wagonwheel handle, crank style handle, 2 pcs canvas and instructions. 2 1/2" rollers. Newly designed chain drive links both sides of the upper roller and allows you to easily change the thickness of your slabs with one adjustment. Comes in 3 cartons. Weight - 165 lbs.
FREMA 30" Slabroller................. $1149.00

Northstar PortaRoller
Combine the North Star 18" Standard slab roller with a specially designed set of Table Toppers and you have the North Star PortaRoller. The PortaRoller is designed for ceramic arts teachers (and workshop participants) who are moving from classroom to classroom. This versatile design is also excellent for studio potters who need a fully functional slab roller but have limited space. Virtually no maintenance is required, and the simplicity of the design ensures that any repair ever needed will be quick and easy.
18" PortaRoller ................................................................. $897.00

Other Northstar items:
(Available on special order)

Northstar Sabroller Packages:
Includes slabroller, steel frame worktable, wagonwheel handle, canvas and instructions.
24" Standard slabroller package ........................................ $1435.00
30" Standard slabroller package ....................................... $1599.00
30" Super slabroller package ........................................... $2610.00
36" Super slabroller package ........................................... $3199.00

Rollers Only - no table or legs:
Ships with crank handle only. doesn’t include the wagonwheel handle. Comes with 2 pieces of canvas. Size depends on roller size.
18" Standard slabroller - rollers only .................................. CALL
24" Standard slabroller - rollers only .................................. CALL
30" Standard slabroller - rollers only .................................. CALL
30" Super slabroller - rollers only ..................................... CALL
36" Super slabroller - rollers only ..................................... CALL

Extra Slabroller Canvas with sewn edges: (W x L)
Canvas: 18" x 36" ....................................................... $38.00 for 2 pieces
Canvas: 24" x 36" ....................................................... $43.00 for 2 pieces
Canvas: 30" x 36" ....................................................... $49.00 for 2 pieces

Northstar Ware Cart
Fully adjustable heavy-duty ware cart for storing or transporting work in progress. Ideal for use in the studio, kiln room, and classroom. Two year full warranty. The standard cart includes enough brackets and plywood shelves for 5 layers, but you can purchase additional parts to have more layers, with a maximum of 22 shelves possible. Partially assembled. Dimensions: 67" tall, 24" deep, 38" wide.
Northstar ware cart......................... $1109.00
Extra shelf bracket (per pair) .............. $39.00
Extra shelves (set of 5) .................... $213.00

Equipment: Slabrollers & Warecarts

Northstar Slabroller

Northstar PortaRoller

Northstar Ware Cart